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7s SUN- 
SUNBACK ABCKNSU cut low to expose back to sunlight [adj] 
SUNBATH ABHNSTU exposure to sunlight [n -S] 
SUNBEAM ABEMNSU beam of sunlight [n -S] 
SUNBEDS BDENSSU SUNBED, device for acquiring tan skin artificially [n] 
SUNBELT BELNSTU southern and southwestern states of U.S. [n -S] 
SUNBIRD BDINRSU tropical bird [n -S] 
SUNBOWS BNOSSUW SUNBOW, arc of spectral colors formed by sun shining through mist [n] 
SUNBURN BNNRSUU to burn or discolor from exposure to sun [v -ED or -T, -ING, -S] 
SUNCARE ACENRSU protection of skin from damage by sun [n -S] 
SUNDECK CDEKNSU deck that is exposed to sun [n -S] 
SUNDEWS DENSSUW SUNDEW, marsh plant [n] 
SUNDIAL ADILNSU type of time-telling device [n -S] 
SUNDOGS DGNOSSU SUNDOG, small rainbow (arc of spectral colors formed in sky) [n] 
SUNDOWN DNNOSUW to experience nighttime confusion [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
SUNFAST AFNSSTU resistant to fading by sun [adj] 
SUNFISH FHINSSU marine fish [n -S] 
SUNGLOW GLNOSUW glow in sky caused by sun [n -S] 
SUNLAMP ALMNPSU lamp that radiates ultraviolet rays [n -S] 
SUNLAND ADLNNSU area marked by great amount of sunshine [n -S] 
SUNRAYS ANRSSUY SUNRAY, ray of sunlight [n] 
SUNRISE EINRSSU ascent of sun above horizon in morning [n -S] 
SUNROOF FNOORSU automobile roof having openable panel [n -S] 
SUNROOM MNOORSU room built to admit great amount of sunlight [n -S] 
SUNSETS ENSSSTU SUNSET, descent of sun below horizon in evening [n] 
SUNSPOT NOPSSTU dark spot on surface of sun [n -S] 
SUNSTAR ANRSSTU type of starfish (star-shaped marine animal) [n -S] 
SUNSUIT INSSTUU type of playsuit (sports outfit for women and children) [n -S] 
SUNTANS ANNSSTU SUNTAN, to become tan [v] 
SUNTRAP ANPRSTU pleasantly sunny sheltered place [n -S] 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
8s SUN- 

SUNBAKED ABDEKNSU baked by sun [adj] 
SUNBATHE ABEHNSTU to take sunbath [v -D, -HING, -S] 
SUNBEAMY ABEMNSUY SUNBEAM, beam of sunlight [adj] 
SUNBLOCK BCKLNOSU preparation to protect skin from sun's rays [n -S] 
SUNBURST BNRSSTUU burst of sunlight [n -S] 
SUNCHOKE CEHKNOSU type of sunflower [n -S] 
SUNDRESS DENRSSSU dress with abbreviated bodice [n -ES] 
SUNDROPS DNOPRSSU flowering plant [n SUNDROPS] 
SUNGLASS AGLNSSSU lens for concentrating sun's rays in order to produce heat [n -ES] 
SUNLIGHT GHILNSTU light of sun [n -S] 
SUNPORCH CHNOPRSU  porch that admits much sunlight [n -ES] 
SUNPROOF FNOOPRSU resistant to damage by sunlight [adj] 
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SUNSCALD ACDLNSSU injury of woody plants caused by sun [n -S] 
SUNSHADE ADEHNSSU something used as protection from sun [n -S] 
SUNSHINE EHINNSSU light of sun [n -S] 
SUNSHINY HINNSSUY SUNSHINE, light of sun [adj] 
SUNSTONE ENNOSSTU variety of quartz [n -S] 
 


